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Uncovering the best methods for conducting and writing about research is vital to members of the academic community, especially to those just beginning their careers. In this regard, graduate and post-graduate degree programs are crucial in ensuring that future academic and professional progress will continue.

Contemporary Approaches to Dissertation Development and Research Methods is a pivotal reference source that focuses on current models used for doctoral dissertations and how these techniques impact future research and knowledge in various scholarly fields. Features innovative perspectives on the design and function of doctoral programs, this book is ideally designed for practitioners, researchers, and academicians.
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“The best volume we have in the profession on EdD programs. Wonderfully robust and deeply insightful analyses of the rationale, substance, and structure of the EdD “dissertation”. Excellent sets of designs to shape the future of school leadership preparation.”

– Professor Joseph Murphy, Frank W. Mayborn Chair of Education and Associate Dean at Peabody College of Education, Vanderbilt University, USA
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